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Abstract: The purpose of this study was to evaluate the surface and in vitro cytotoxicity on
human dysplastic oral keratinocytes (DOK) of four commercial resins-based dental composites
commonly used in prosthodontics dental therapies: two indirect composites for crown and
bridges—SR Adoro (IvoclarVivadent GmbH) and Solidex (Shofu Dental GmbH); and two dual-curing
luting resin cements—RelyxUnicem (3M ESPE Dental Products) and Variolink Esthetic DC
(IvoclarVivadentGmbH). A complex assessment of surface characteristics of the four materials
was conducted before and after the exposure to artificial saliva through various analyses, such as
Scanning Electron Microscopy, Atomic Force Microscopy and Cross Polarized Light Microscopy
(PLM). The results showed that DOK viability was not severely affected by exposure to any of these
materials; however, Variolink expressed higher values but still above the toxicity level of the rest of
the composites. The analysis of the surface structure between initial and artificial saliva exposed
specimens returned a compact aspect in both categories and although Variolink and Relyx were
subjected to increased roughness after saliva exposure, no damage of the internal compactness was
recorded, demonstrating a fair behavior of the luting cements in contact with the saliva.

Keywords: surface properties; surface topography; dental composites; cytotoxicity; AFM; SEM

1. Introduction

The engineering technology of dentistry resin-based composite materials is in continuous
development. It is focused to meet the demanding biological, functional and esthetic requirements in
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the same material. These properties have been consolidated by their clinical performances and their
composition. They were studied and improved over the last few decades [1].

The biocompatibility of these materials is one of the mandatory considerations for practitioners to
choose along with the esthetic qualities and mechanical properties [2,3]. It depends on the stability of
the composites in the humid oral environment. Over the years, immediate dentin sealing has been
extensively studied, demonstrating how adhesive systems bind better to newly prepared dentin, thus
protecting the dentin-pulp complex and increasing the adhesion strength. After the polymerization, an
external layer, called the oxygen-inhibition layer (OIL) appeared not polymerize, which may affect the
restoration [4]. In 2009 Magne and Nielsen studied the interactions between impression materials and
immediate dentin sealing, and they concluded that the use of glycerin and air blocking followed by
an additional light polymerization, significantly reduced the thickness of the OIL [5].Changes in the
composition of resin-based materials may occur over time due to the interactions between their surface
and saliva, bacterial plaque and food [6].

Resin-based prosthetic materials used in dentistry often have cytotoxic properties due to the
incomplete polymerization [7,8]. The cytotoxicity of several resin-based materials has been reported
in the literature in variable levels, cell culture studies being frequently used in the analysis of their
composition, structure and elutes [9,10].

Furthermore, the chemical and mechanical degradation of these materials plays a key role in the
cytotoxic mechanism due to leading to the elution of residual monomers and other substances, such as
initiators and activators. These eluted substances are dangerous in direct contact with living cells, as
they all cause significant toxicity [10,11]. Cokic et al. studied the cytotoxic effects of composite dust on
human bronchial epithelial cells and they observed that neither membrane damage nor release of IL-1β
was detected over the complete concentration range. The metabolic activity gradually declined for
concentrations higher than 660 µg/mL, and the release of IL-6 was reduced when cells were exposed to
the highest concentrations of dust [12]. Landuyt et al. concluded that abraded particle preparations
from dental composites, which contain considerable amounts of nanoparticles, inferred virtually no
cytotoxicity to cultured alveolar macrophages in vitro up to a cell burden of 60 pg/cell [13].

The resin based materials surface roughness influences both the wear phenomena [14] biofilm
accumulation [15] as well as those of discoloration, staining and overall esthetics [16]. Significant
modifications were made to the inorganic fillers of the composites in order to obtain a better wear
resistance [17,18]. An important feature of the composite surface is the low roughness in direct relation
with the degree of the surface gloss retention [19].

Taking into account the afore mentioned considerations, we decided to conduct an experimental
study, in vitro, on human oral cells, on the biocompatibility and surface properties of four commercial
dental composites, commonly used in prosthodontics dental therapies: two indirect composites for
crown and bridges—SR Adoro (IvoclarVivadent GmbH, Wien, Austria) and Solidex (Shofu Dental
GmbH, Ratingen, Germany) and two dual-curing luting resin cements—RelyxUnicem (3M ESPE Dental
Products, St. Paul, MO, USA) and Variolink Esthetic DC (IvoclarVivadent GmbH, Wien, Austria). The
surface structure of these materials was investigated by scanning electron microscopy—SEM, atomic
force microscopy—AFM, and cross polarized light microscopy—PLM. Biocompatibility testing of the
compounds was performed in vitro on human Caucasian dysplastic oral keratinocytes (DOK), by
the measurement of the cell viability. The null hypotheses to be tested were: (i) there would be no
significant effect of material’s type on surface modification, (ii) there would be no significant effect of
storage medium of surface modification, and (iii) there would be no significant effect on the in vitro
toxicity of commercial composites.

2. Materials and Methods

The dental composites investigated in present study are described in Table 1. The disk specimens
(diameter 15.0 ± 0.1 mm, thickness 1.0 ± 0.1 mm) from each material, were cured in the Teflon mold
with Woodpecker LED-B Curing Light lamp (Guilin Woodpecker Medical Instrument, Co. Ltd., Guilin,
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China) in 9 points about 20 s/point. The surface of specimens was investigated by AFM and SEM after
immersion in artificial saliva for 44 days at 37 ± 1 ◦C in a water bath. Artificial saliva was obtained in
the laboratory, simulating the salt composition of saliva, according to the following recipe: 0.4 g/L KCl,
0.4 g/L NaCl, 0.69 g/L NaH2PO4·H2O, 0.005 g/l Na2S·9H2O, 0.795 g/L CaCl2·2H2O 1.0 g/L CO(NH2)2,
aqueous solution [20].

Table 1. Materials investigated in this study.

Material/Use Manufacturer Organic Matrix Inorganic Filler Ratio(%)

SR Adoro light-/heat-curing
veneering composite for
full-coverage and partial

veneer, metal-supported and
metal-free restorations

IvoclarVivadentGmbH,
Wien, Austria UDMA

Glass with Ba, SiO2,
Stabilizers, catalysts and

pigments
48/51

Variolink Esthetic DC
Self-adhesive resin cement

IvoclarVivadentGmbH,
Wien, Austria

UDMA
and further methacrylate

monomers.

Ytterbium trifluoride,
spheroid mixed oxide,

particle size 0.04–0.2 µm.
(mean particle size:0.1 µm)

32/67

RelyxUnicem
Self-adhesive resin cement

3M ESPEDental
Products, St. Paul,

MO, USA

Methacrylate monomers
containing phosphoric

acid groups, methacrylate
monomers

Silanated fillers 30/70

Solidex
Composite for crowns and

bridges on metal frames

ShofuDental GmbH,
Ratingen, Germany UDMA Inorganic filler particle

range: 0.16–7 µm 47/53

2.1. Cross Polarized Light Microscopy (PLM)

The cross polarized light passes through the sample and interacts with the material. The
amorphous areas will appear dark in the microscope eyepiece and the crystalline ones will have a
certain color according to the mineral optical properties. Therefore, the materials discs were cut in a
plan parallel manner to a thickness of about 40 µm to assure a proper transmission of the polarized
light beam trough the samples. Both surfaces of the discs were polished up to mirror quality. These
were investigated using an optical mineralogic microscope with cross polarized light, Laboval 2 (Carl
Zeiss Jena, Oberkochen, Germany), equipped with a 10-megapixel Kodak digital camera (Eastman
Kodak, Rochester, NY, USA).

2.2. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

The specimens for the AFM investigation were prepared in a similar manner to those used for the
PLM microscopy. Surface morphology and roughness were investigated for each material by atomic
force microscopy (JEOL JSPM 4210 Scanning Probe Microscope, Tokyo, Japan). The observation was
performed in tapping mode assuring an optimal interaction between the cantilever tip and sample
surface. The used cantilevers are NSC 15 (Micromasch Co., Sofia, Bulgaria) with the resonant frequency
325 kHz and force constant 40 N/m. A scan rate of about 1 Hz was used to record the topographic
images. At least 3 different macroscopic zones of each specimen were scanned to achieve a significant
amount of representative data for the roughness measurement. They were scanned at a size of 5 × 5µm,
which assures an optimal view of the fine microstructural level. The images were processed using
WinSPM 2.0 Processing software powered by JEOL for the AFM microscopes. The processing software
is used to measure the surface roughness and to perform profiles trough the topographic images.

2.3. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

The structure of specimen surfaces for each investigated material was carried out by electronic
scanning microscopy (SEM-Inspect S, FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA), with tan accelerating voltage between
200 V and 30 kV, functional in high-vacuum and low-vacuum. The analyzed images magnified by 500×
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and 1000× times were collected using CCD-IR infrared inspection camera and backscatter electron
detector, with image processing up to 4096 × 3536 pixels.

2.4. In Vitro Cytotoxicity

2.4.1. Cell Cultures

The assays were performed on human Caucasian dysplastic oral keratinocytes DOK (ECCAC
94122104), purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Chemicals Company (Heidelberg, Germany), and used at
their 32–33 passage (initial passage from producer-31). Cell culture medium was DMEM (Dubelco’s
modified Eagle’s medium), supplemented with 5% FBS (Foetal Bovine Serum), 5 µg/mL hydrocortisone,
antibiotics, anti-mycotics; all reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Co (Heidelberg, Germany).

2.4.2. Sample Extract Preparation

Samples of each dental material were washed in 70% ethanol for 1 min, and then rinsed three
times in sterile PBS to remove any residual substances and/or bacteria from the material surface. The
samples were then incubated with medium, at a concentration of 3 cm2/mL, complying with the ISO
10993-12:2012 [21] proceedings, at 37 ◦C for 24 h. The obtained extract was used immediately for
the experiments.

2.4.3. Viability Assay

Cell survival was assessed through the colorimetric measurement of formazan, a colored compound
synthesized by viable cells, using CellTiter 96® AQueous Non-Radioactive Cell Proliferation Assay
(Promega Corporation, Madison, USA). The cells were cultivated at a density of 104/wells in 96
wells plaques (TPP, Trasadingen, Switzerland) for 24 h, then exposed to the sample extracts diluted
with medium (1 = undiluted; 0.5 = diluted 1:1; 0.25 = diluted 1:3) for 24 h. Viability was measured
colorimetrically, using an ELISA plate reader (Tecan, Männedorf, Switzerland) at 540 nm. All the
experiments were done in triplicate. Untreated cell cultures were used as controls. Results are presented
as a% of untreated control, the dose that caused a viability decrease below 70% was considered toxic.

2.4.4. Statistical Analysis

The statistical differences between experimental materials and control groups were evaluated by
two way ANOVA, followed by the Bonferoni posttest; all the values in text and figures are expressed
as mean ± standard deviation; results were considered significant for p ≤ 0.05. Statistical package used
for data analysis was Prism version 4.00 for Windows, GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, USA.

3. Results

3.1. Cross Polarized Light Microscopy

The dental composites in the present paper are complex systems having crystalline particulate
matter filler. The amount of crystal phase is beyond of the detection limit affordable for X ray diffraction
(XRD) in each of the samples. Therefore, XRD spectroscopy is not suitable for our specimens. PLM
was the proper choice under the circumstances. It was used to observe the distribution of the crystal
phase into the dental composites.

The polarized light passes through the samples and features dark areas for the amorphous material
and bright shiny spots for the crystal phase. The obtained images are displayed in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. PLM images of the thin slices of the samples: (a) Adoro; (b) Variolink; (c) Relyx and (d) Solidex.

Adoro, Figure 1a, presents a complex crystal structure with three distinct categories well spread
among the amorphous polymer. The first crystal category is formed by rounded particles having
a diameter in the range of 10 to 40 µm with brown nuance. They are related to the clusters of fine
pigments in the composition of Adoro material. The second crystal category is formed by particles
with a rocky shape colored in nuance ranging from green gray to bright white. It is correlated with
SiO2 found in the composite. The third crystal category is a brown–grey shallow (in brighter spots
the shallow tends to a light yellow nuance) mixed up with the other crystal phases and with the
amorphous material. The observed distribution and chromatic nuance of the third crystal category
show us that it is a very fine distribution of the pigment in the polymer mass.

The Variolink sample has a uniform amorphous structure with lesser details in cross polarized
light. A brown shallow with low light intensity is observed. It perfectly correlates with the fines
dispersion of Ytterbium trifluoride, spheroid mixed oxide. Their appearance deals with an average
particle size of about 100 nm given by the producer. Still, there are found some spots with fiber-like
formations with evidenced in the Figure 1b. Their nuance is light brown to light yellow and have a
400–800 µm length and 5–15 µm diameter. These rare spots observed in Variolink are related to the
some local concentrations of the crystalline component.

Relyx, Figure 1c, has a very interesting structure because of its different kind of distribution of the
crystalline matters. The image nuance is light yellow, which means that the crystal phase is extremely
well dispersed among the amorphous polymer giving the uniform light nuance. Its aspect is explained
by the silanated fillers from the composition. Data in literature show such fine particulate dispersions
as with TiO2 nano-particles observed by high resolution SEM imaging [1,2]. In our case, the silanated
filler could be nano-structured in a similar manner and to be well dispersed into the polymer phase.
Therefore, high-resolution SEM and AFM are required for the proper surface characterization of the
material [22,23].

Rounded particles with a diameter between 5–50 µm are seen in the Relyx composition. These
particles have a lower crystalline state then the potential nanostructured silanized filler. They could be
local areas in the polymer with lower content of silanized filler. It results in a local less intense nuance
of the image.
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Solidex, Figure 1d, feature a lot of gas bubbles (5 to 20 µm diameter), well dispersed into the
polymer volume. The crystal compounds are very similar to the ones observed in the Adoro sample.

The rounded particles with brown nuance have diameters between 10 to 60 µm. They are very
similar to the pigment clusters observed in Adoro. Thus, similar pigments and additives may have
been used in Solidex. The second crystal category of Solidex is the brown–grayish shallow mixed onto
the polymer. It could be a local nano-structured dispersion of the inorganic filler mentioned in product
data sheet. A major difference in Solidex compared to Adoro is the lack of bright white particles. This
is normal, because Solidex do not report silica as a component in the data sheet.

3.2. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) Analyses

The cross polarized light microscopy gives a look inside of the materials. The exterior aspect was
investigated with SEM microscopy, which reveals the shape of the surfaces. Thus, all samples were
investigated by SEM microscopy. The obtained images are displayed in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. SEM images of the initial samples: (a) Adoro, (b) Variolink, (c) Relyx, and (d) Solidex captured
with 500× and 1000×magnitude.

It results that all initial samples have a compact and uniform surface at large micro-scale
observation. The compaction of the components gives resistance to the material at liquids penetration.
The most compact and uniform surface is identified for Relyx followed by Adoro, and the last are
Variolink and Solidex. The irregularities of the surface are caused mainly by gas bubbles trapped into
the polymer which reach the top. Solidex has a significant number of such bubbles but with diameters
below 30 µm, in good agreement with optical observation; Figure 2d. Adoro features a smaller number
of irregularities with diameters below 20 µm and Variolink features rare irregularities but of relative
greater diameters of about 40 µm and in some places on the surface could be observed some ditches;
Figure 2a,b. Relyx has no irregularity.

Exposure to artificial saliva may affect the surface of the samples. The SEM images obtained for
exposed samples are presented in Figure 3a,b. The integrity and compaction of the surface remains
unchanged for Adoro and Solidex, but the irregularities are more visible. The explanation is the local
loss of crystalline material at the top bubbles margins. On the other hand, Variolink and Relyx show a
still compact surface but with a blurred structure. Blurring of the materials structure in the surface
indicates the possibility that saliva conducts to a wet erosion of the material. Such changes are better
observed by AFM investigation.
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Figure 3. SEM images of the samples exposed 44 days to artificial saliva: (a) Adoro, (b) Variolink, (c)
Relyx, and (d) Solidex captured with 500× and 1000×magnitude.

3.3. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

The atomic force microscopy (AFM) is able to investigate the sample surface at high resolution at
the fine micro-structural and to the nanostructure level. Therefore, the samples in the present study
were investigated as initial state and after being exposed to the saliva. Any changes that could occur
into the materials surface will be detected by the AFM cantilever. Figure 4 shows the AFM topographic
images for the initial samples.

Adoro presents a well-structured and compact surface which features nano particles having the
average diameter of about 75 nm. It proves that the brown–gray shallow is the nano-dispersion of
the fine pigment dispersion observed in PLM. The roughness values in Table 2 prove that the Adoro
surface is uniform and smooth, and the profile reveals that the nano-particles are very well attached on
the composite. It gives mechanical resistance and strength to fight against wet erosion.

Table 2. Values measured with AFM for the initial samples.

Material Adoro Variolink Relyx Solidex

Ra, nm 22.9 89.9 11.9 24.0
Rq, nm 31.8 115.0 15.3 29.9

Diameter, nm 75 80 40 60

Variolink surface, Figure 4b, is also very compact and well organized. It seems that there is no
filling material, only the polymer crystallites are observed into the structure. The topography reveals a
good cohesion of Variolink crystallites having an average diameter of 80 nm and rounded shapes in a
good agreement with the information in the data sheet. On the left side of the horizontal median of the
image appears an 850 nm submicron cluster containing very well attached crystallites. The presence of
such submicron clusters affects the surface roughness, which is significantly increased compared to the
other samples.

Relyx surface, Figure 4c, evidences a very compact structure which contains small nano-particles
of silanated filler with an average diameter of about 40 nm. These are the finest nano-particles found
in the investigated materials. This fine dispersion of the nano-particles in whole Relyx explains the
uniform light yellow nuance observed in cross polarized light. The surface roughness is the lowest
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among the investigated samples. It is due to the finest nano-particles dispersion related to the high
compaction of the material.Coatings 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 15 
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Figure 4. AFM topographic images for the reference samples: (a) Adoro, (b) Variolink, (c) Relyx, and
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Solidex, Figure 4d, shows that the polymer surrounds the nano-particles in a very uniform manner
and stacks them into a very compact structure. It is good for the material resistance in contact with
liquids. The nanoparticles in Solidex have the same shape as those observed in Adoro, but their
average diameter is significant smaller (e.g., 60 nm). The correspondent profile evidences a smoother
surface than the one observed for Adoro. Thus, the roughness of Solidex is about 29.9 nm, situated
between Relyx and Adoro.

AFM images prove that all initial samples assure a surface with a proper compactness to fit the
dental application for which they were designed. Their resistance at in vivo conditions was tested
in vitro using artificial saliva. The exposure effect on the samples surface was also investigated by AFM.
The samples after exposure were cleaned with ultrapure water and dried and after were investigated
by AFM. The resultant images are presented in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. AFM topographic images for the samples exposed to saliva: (a) Adoro, (b) Variolink, (c)
Relyx, and (d) Solidex. Profiles on the horizontal median of each image are provided.

The topography of Adoro and Solidex samples shows an unchanged surface. The compactness,
surface roughness and nano-particle diameter are the same as those observed for the initial samples;
see Table 3. This means that Adoro and Solidex have the best behavior at the contact with saliva.

Table 3. Values measured with AFM for the samples exposed to saliva.

Material Adoro Variolink Relyx Solidex

Ra, nm 23.9 163.0 16.1 23.4
Rq, nm 29.5 201.0 20.2 29.0

Diameter, nm 75 90 55 60

The Variolink and Relyx surfaces present local alteration of the topography with traces of wet
erosion, which leads to a significant increase in the surface roughness and of the nano-particles diameter.
The good point is that no in depth erosion was observed, so the internal structure and compactness
was not affected. The local erosions are only at the top of the surface. It proves that Variolink displays
a good behavior, and Relyx displays a fair behavior, at the contact with the saliva.
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3.4. In Vitro Cytotoxicity

The data show that the dysplastic oral keratinocytes (DOK) viability was not severely affected by
exposure to any of these dental materials, the % of viability was above 70% in all cases; therefore, none
of these materials showed toxicity against DOK cells in our experimental setting; Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Cell viability of the DOK cultures exposed to the dental materials extracts for 24 h; (a) Adoro,
(b) Variolink, (c) Relyx, and (d) Solidex. Results are presented as % of untreated control (mean ± SD,
n = 3); # not significant, * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, compared to control.

Overall, the Two Way Anova test showed a significant interaction between the cells treated with
the different samples (p < 0.0001), while the concentration had also a significant impact (p = 0.0015).

There are some differences between the samples, as shown by the Bonferroni posttest. Solidex
and Adoro seem to have a lower impact on DOK viability. When used in a smaller concentration
(up to 50%), they exhibited an increase in cell viability, probably through increased cell proliferation,
while the undiluted sample slightly decreased viability (Solidex, p = 0.0063, viability > 95%); (Adoro,
p = 0.0699, viability > 85%). Relyx induced a similar effect to Adoro; however, the undiluted samples
diminished the viability more, p = 0.035, viability > 76%. Compared to the other samples, Variolink
induced a stronger, dose-dependent decrease in cell viability, the undiluted sample extract diminished
viability at 72%, p = 0.0063, but still above the toxicity level.

4. Discussion

The surface structure of the composites, as well as their wear resistance, depends on the type and
percentage of filler content [24–27]. In our study, both the two microfilled (Adoro and Variolink) and
two hybrid (Solidex and Relyx) resin-based materials shown in SEM analysis are compact structures.
We also have to take into account the fact that further wear also produces surface changes; degradation
being reported to affect more the layer below the matrix [28]. When resins are abraded, the resin
matrix surrounding filler particles is the first component susceptible to be worn out; this process being
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responsible for the protrusion of fillers on the composite surface altogether with the apparition of
bumps [29].

Significant differences among Ra values of each composite tested after artificial saliva immersion
do not exist, the null hypothesis was rejected. Therefore, the surface modification after immersion in
artificial saliva exists, so this null hypothesis was rejected.

Previous studies show that, throughout mechanical wear, lower surface roughness and higher
gloss is achieved by composites with smaller particle sizes [30–32], and rougher surface by larger
size or more irregular shaped filler particles [31,33–35], micro-roughness being correlated with gloss
values [36].

AFM has also been conducted in the present study because this analysis provides a better and
more detailed characterization of the surface roughness when compared with SEM. Regarding resin
based composites, apart from the elution of various unreacted monomers and in strong relation
with surface roughness [37–40] is the accumulation of bacteria, the maximum accepted threshold for
dealing with plaque retention being 200 nm [41]. Another important factor is the matrix/filler interface
chemically bond through a bifunctional organosilane [42,43] and if this link is weak microcracks,
pits and craters can form and produce roughened and degradation of the resin surface [44–46]. This
silane bond is at the same time susceptible to hydrolysis, which leads to polymer particle loss [47,48]
contributing to the alteration of the resin surface. This degradation is increased by the elution of
several filler components, residual monomers and additives [6,49]. The process of light-induced
polymerization is energy dependent and basically a product of light intensity and time [9]. In our study,
the polymerization was achieved in 9 points, and could be considered a crucial factor in obtaining
good clinical performance of dental composites.

As shown in our SEM and AFM analysis, although Variolink and Relyx exposed to saliva
demonstrate similar compact surface as Adoro and Solidex, these specimens exhibit a significant
increase in the surface roughness and of the nanoparticles’ diameter due to a local alteration of
the topography with traces of wet erosion. This behavior was also mentioned by previous studies,
as polymer networks in a humid environment suffer from water sorption that leads to swelling,
plasticization and softening of the composites [44,50].

Adoro and Solidex have not only shown the best behavior at the contact with the saliva, but they
also had a lower impact on DOK viability compared to Variolink, and this finding can be correlated
with the aforementioned increase in surface roughness found when these samples were exposed to
artificial saliva.

In depth analysis of surface roughness, influenced by the resin matrix, the filler and the silane
bond, and also a thorough understanding of the circumstances under which it appears and increases,
could help improve future development of resin-based materials.

In vitro studies have a major impact on dental aesthetics, and surface characterization is important
in clinical practice, which helps to choose an optimal material.

No “ideal” material has been developed until now, so clinicians should be aware of the performance
and limitations of the materials used in order to achieve the desired outcomes. Study of the
physical–chemical properties of the final products, such as surface roughness, rheological behavior,
surface properties and cytotoxicity, can reduce limitations.

Nowadays, composites are the material of choice for direct restorations on posterior and anterior
teeth, due mainly to their aesthetic properties, appropriate degradation properties, and low cytotoxicity.

However, these materials still have substantial limitations (e.g., polymerization shrinkage, coloring
in time etc.), which may cause stress and jeopardize the integrity of the tooth/restoration interface.
Some of the limitations of our study would be staining over time and shrinkage on polymerization.
One limitation due to the size of the study is that the emphasis was on characterizing the surfaces of
composites after aging in artificial saliva.
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5. Conclusions

The dental composites in the present paper are complex systems having crystalline particulate
matter filler. The amount of crystal phase is beyond of the detection limit of affordable for the X ray
diffraction (XRD) in each of the samples.

The analysis of the surface structure between initial and saliva exposed specimens returned a
compact aspect in both categories, and although Variolink and Relyx were subjected to increased
roughness after saliva exposure, no damage of the internal compactness was recorded, demonstrating
a fair behavior of the luting cements in contact with the saliva.

AFM images prove that all initial samples assure a surface with a proper compactness to fits
the dental application for which was designed. Significant differences among the Ra values of each
composite tested after artificial saliva immersion do not exist.

The results showed that DOK viability was not severely affected by exposure to any of these
materials; however, Variolink expressed higher values but still above the toxicity level of the rest of
the composites.

For a better performance in clinical practice, in the future more long-term in vitro and in vivo
studies are needed, with a greater variety of dental composites.
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